
ABSTRACT

32 Brazilian children, aged between 11;4 and 13;2, mean age 
12;2 were tested to create new words  in an experimental 
task. The material consisted of  72  drawn coloured pictures, 
divided into three sets according to semantic features. 
Showing one card at one time, the experimenter named it and 
the child had to repeat it. Then the child was asked to label 
the third picture, inventing a new word. 1529 utterances 
were analysed statistically and qualitatively.  Only two types 
of word formation process showed a significant effect, 
namely syllabic derivation and syllabic synthesis (697 and 
627 answers respectively). Although the two processes are 
not specifically mentioned in the Brazilian linguistic 
literature of word formation, since they do not fit into 
affixation or compounds formation, the authors conclude 
that the syllable is a basic processing unit even in word 
formation.

1. PRESENTATION

Children's preferred processes to create new words were 
explored in an experimental task, conducted by Mosmann 
Trindade [1]. The data collected differ from those obtained in 
a natural situation where people create new labels for 
covering new references. The following steps were followed 
by children during the experiment:

1. recognizing a picture of a known referent; 

2. retrieving its label and naming it;
nd3. recognizing a picture of a 2  known referent;

4. retrieving its label and naming it; 
rd5. recognizing a picture of a 3  unknown invented 

referent, the product of characteristic attributes of 
st ndthe precedent 1  and 2  pictures;

6. creating a new word.

Observe, therefore, that more abstract processes of semantic 
categorization were not involved in this experiment, such as 
decontextualization, in the sense pointed out by Mandler [2], 
since what was really worked out was an extensional or 
schematic meaning [3]. Perceptual features were processed 
[4] allowing a paired associate relation [5]. The researcher's 
intention was letting the subjects choose which was the 
preferred strategies to form the new word. Research on 
semantic compositionality and transparency has flourished 
in the United States, Germany [6] and The Netherlands. 
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 approach discrepancies will be discussed in the 
ing section. 

OMPLEXITY OF THE LINGUISTIC SIGN

ussure [7] established the principles that the linguistic 
s not directly associated to a thing, nor is the acoustic 
 of a word motivated by the physical properties of its 
nt. De Saussure has also contributed decisively with 
chotomy langue/parole to the distinction to be made 
en basic meanings in the semantic memory, belonging 
lexical item and the specific sense the discourse 
ipants may attribute to it in any speech act. Absence of 
principles may weaken the method and interpretation 
ta by those who study the processes involved in word 
tion. For example, Van Helden-Lankhaar [4] asserts 
the increase in compound production may reflect an 
sing, perceptually based, ability to recognize and 
ret lexical gaps” (p.59). Nevertheless, concept 
uring is also based on more complex cognitive 
sses. As Clark states [8]: “The meanings of unfamiliar 
s rarely consist just of a composition of the meanings of 
parts” (p.110). Mandler [2] clarifies the complex 
sses undergone by semantic categorization when she 
s three types of categorization, the categorial 
ption, the perceptual categorization and the conceptual 
orization; the last one “too depends on similarity, but 
 often abstract and, in some cases, with no perceptual 
at all” (p. 303). Generally speaking, the above 

oned studies on semantic compositionality and 
arency developed in the United States, Germany and 
etherlands paid attention to endocentric compounds, 
subcategory of an existing concept as the rightmost 
(the head noun). The word effect against stem effect is 
d [9] in more inflected languages like Polish and 
, using the priming paradigm, measuring reaction time 
 Another line of research investigates derivational 
sses, as may be seen on Hebrew and French [10]. 

CUTTING DOWN THE SPEECH CHAIN 
NTO ITS MINIMAL MEANING UNITS           

IS DIFFICULT

g down the speech chain into its minimal meaning 
 is obstructed by its fundamental physical 
cteristic: the speech chain is a continuum where the 
tic cues overlap, due to co-articulation: there is no 



contrast between segments, so, the limits between 
morphemes become opaque, namely when the phenomenon 
of sandhi either external or internal takes place. 
Commenting specifically on complex word-forms, Clark [8] 
also suggests that they “are probably not recognized as 
such” (p.109). Which are those units and what are the 
preferred processes for combining them for labelling the 
new and growing experiences in our world, this is one of the 
richest questions posed to linguistic and psycholinguistic 
theories.

4. PROCESSES OF WORD FORMATION 
FOUND IN THIS STUDY

Being Portuguese a very inflected language, I will 
summarize the processes of word formation currently listed 
by morphologists: phrasal compounds, close compounds, 
combination, affixation, reduction, conversion, 
reduplication, and abbreviation. It must be pointed out that 
no matter which is the theoretical point of view of the 
authors, they agree in considering the basic units of such 
processes the morpheme. Surprisingly, the types of word 
formation process which showed a significant effect, 
syllabic derivation and syllabic synthesis (697 and 627 
answers respectively over a total of 1529 productions) did 
not fit into this point of view. They also do not fit into Clark's 
principle of transparency of meaning [8]. Syllabic 
derivation is a process where the child combines a stem from 
one of the stimuli with one or two syllables of the other. For 
instance, from (13) /ÈR�za/Èsapu/ (“rose”/“frog”), the child 

took /Ro/ from the first word and kept the second stem, 
giving /RoÈsapu/. Syllabic synthesis is a process where the 

child combines one or two syllables from both stimuli. For 
instance, from (12) /saÈpato/kaÈvalu/ (“shoe”/“horse”), the 

child took /sa/ and /valu/, producing /saÈvalu/. In both 

processes, the child is manipulating units without meaning, 
therefore, not morphemes.

5. METHOD

Two pilot studies preceded the final research, where subjects 
were 32 Brazilian children, aged between 11;4 and 13;2, 
mean age 12;2. Ss were choosen at random from an 
enrolment list. All children came from middle class families, 
were Brazilian Portuguese monolinguals and did not show 
any linguistic or cognitive impairment. Adapting Helden-
Lankhaar [4] design, the material consisted of 72 drawn 
coloured pictures, divided into three sets according to 
semantic features: two with familiar referents and a third for 
eliciting a new word, combining relevant parts of the two 
others. The first set (A) contained basic referents, 
subordinated to the same super-ordinate (animal), such as 
the Portuguese equivalents for rat and bee; the second set (B) 
contained an animal in the first picture and in the second, an 
accidental attribute, something which the animal was 
wearing in the picture for eliciting the new word, such as the 
equivalents for cat and watch; the third set (C) contrasted 
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r. Subjects were tested individually at their school, in a 
room. The order of presenting the three sets and the 
 was interchanged among the subjects. The experiment 
d with the presentation of two practice sets. Showing 
ard at a time, the child had to name it. If the subject 
ed any difficulty, the child was helped by the 
imenter and then repeated the word. Then the child 
sked to label the third picture, inventing a new word. 
rocedure was repeated, inverting the order of the two 
timuli after each presentation. The subject's utterances 
audio-recorded and transcribed into broad phonetic 
ription.

6. DATA ANALYSIS

utterances were statistically and qualitatively 
sed. Seven processes of word formation were 
orized: affixation; reduction; phrasal compounds; 
compounds; combination; syllabic derivation and 
ic synthesis, according to the examples bellow: 

lose compounds, example (1): “vaca” /Èvaka/, (cow) + 

quito” /moSÈkitu/, (mosquito)   “mosquivaca” 

kiÈvaka/;

hrasal compounds, example (2): “pulga” /Èpuwga/, 

 + “telefone” /teleÈfoni/, (telephone)   

afone” /ÈpugaÈfoni/;

mbination, example (3): “morcego” /moRÈsegu/, (bat) 

icicleta” /bisiÈklEta/, (bicycle)   “morcecleta” 

seÈklEta/;

ational processes:

xation, example (4): “lápis” /ÈlapiS/, (pencil) + “avião” 

w/, (air-plane)    “lapisão”, /lapiÈzãw/;

reduction, example (5): “mosquito” /moSÈkitu/, 

uito) + “vaca” /Èvaka/, “cow”   “mosca” 

ka/;

yllabic derivation, example (6): “rato” /ÈRatu/ (rat) + 

ha” /aÈbe´a/ ,(bee)  “rabelha”, /Ra Èbe´a/; 

yllabic synthesis, example (7): “rato” /ÈRatu/ (rat) + 

ha” /aÈbe´a/, (bee)     “ralha”, / ÈRa´a/.

 the possible word formation processes only syllabic 
esis and syllabic derivation showed a significant effect 

VA, significance level = 5%, 32 Subjects or  % = 
).

rder in which stimuli were presented did not alter the 
e of process. On the other hand, the type of stimuli was 
rminant factor in the use between syllabic derivation 
llabic synthesis (Chi square, significance level 5%, 32 
cts or % = 0,005). Some examples of the most and less 
minant stimuli on syllabic derivation (DS) and 



syllabic synthesis (SS) will be commented. Observe 
example (8) on syllabic derivation (DS), “gato” /Ègatu/ (cat) 

+ “aranha” /aÈraøa/, (spider) with 24 answers. The most 

preservered stems were /araø/ (15 times) and /gat-/ (9 times). 

The initial vowel /a/ from /aÈraøa/ facilitated phonetic 

assimilation of the vowel from the first syllable of the first 
stem, as can be seen in example (9) /gaÈraøa/ and /gatoÈra a/, 

the most frequent answers, respectivly 13 and 7. The same 
occurred in example (10) : “rato” /ÈRatu/, (rat) + “abelha” 

/aÈbe´a/, (bee) with 23 syllabic derivation and in example 

(11): “tartaruga” /taRtaÈruga/ (tortle) + “onça” /Èõsa/, (tiger) 

also with 23 syllabic derivation.

Example of less predominant stimuli for syllabic derivation 
were (12) (“cavalo” /kaÈvalu/ (horse) + “sapato” /saÈpatu/ 

(shoe), since the symetry of both words according to their 
structure CVÈCVCV, with identical distribution of vowels 

favoured the syllabic synthesis (SS) as will be shown. This 
pattern was repeated in the reversal order “sapato” /saÈpatu/ 

(shoe)+ “cavalo” /kaÈvalu/ (horse): there were only 3 syllabic 

derivations against 28 syllabic synthesis (SS).

The fact that two stimuli (13) (“sapo” /Èsapu/ (frog) + “rosa” 

/ÈR�za/ (rose) followed the canonical trochaic structure of 

Portuguese word favoured the retention of at least one stem, 
disfavouring syllabic synthesis (SS) with only 5 answers.

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Subjects of this experimental study showed a remarkable 
preference towards two processes of word formation: 
syllabic derivation (697 answers) and syllabic synthesis 
(627), among a total of 1529 answers. In the experimental 
setting, children did not show exclusively their ability for 
analysing the word structure in its minimal units of meaning. 
On the contrary, they selected the syllable as the preferred 
unit for deriving new words. In consequence, one of the 
conclusions of this study is the evidence of the syllable as a 
basic processing unit, confirming Smith & Pitt's assertion 
[11] , based on Kahn's [12] and Selkirk's [13] theories: “The 
syllable serves as a pivotal organizing unit in describing how 
strings of phonemes can be combined to form words of a 
language” (p.199). In her study, Elsen [6] asserts that 
children seldom omit an entire syllable in their compounds 
formation and phonological information is quite relevant. 
The characteristic parameters of the Brazilian Portuguese 
language influenced the choice: whenever the stimuli 
conformed to the canonic form ÈCVCV as in the example 

(13) “sapo” /Èsapu/ (frog) + “rosa” /ÈR�za/ (rose), the 

preferred process was syllabic derivation. Stressed syllables 
of the stimuli and the beginning of the first stimulus and the 
end of the second one tended to be preserved in the answers. 
Smith and Pitt [11] “suggest that phonological knowledge 
has greater influence than morphological knowledge in the 
formation of the initial representation of a word” (p.211), so, 
pre-lexical processing may take place before morphological, 
syntactic and semantic ones, although nobody denies the 
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nce of two types of information in the mental lexicon: 
onological/orthographic and the semantic [14], [15] 
]. Another remarkable point is that the Ss did not 
y the phonotactic rules of the Brazilian Portuguese 

age: when they segmented the syllables and combined 
 they obeyed their sociolinguistic variety patterns, 
y the canonical trochaic word structure. Smith and 
results [11] suggest “that the illegality principle took 
ence over the maximum onset principle” (p.206). 

y, in the experimental setting, children may interpret 
uation as a game, where they can play with sound units 
yllable). Considering the results of this study, the 
tion of such results with populations of the same age, 
a more balanced phonetic and phonological stimuli in 
municative context is recommended.
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